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ABSTRACT
Testing and measuring the security of software system
architectures is a difficult task. An attempt is made in this
paper to analyze the issues of architecture security of objectoriented software’s using common security concepts to
evaluate the security of a system under design. Object
oriented systems are based on various architectures like
COM, DCOM, CORBA, MVC and Broker. In object oriented
technology the basic system component is an object.
Individual system component is posing it own risk in the
system. Security policies and the associated risk in these
software architectures can be calculated for the individual
component. Overall risk can be calculated based on the
context and risk factors in the architecture. Small risk factors
get accumulated together and form a major risk in the systems
and can damage the systems.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Software is a trillion dollar business and the amount of effort
and time spend for developing software is huge [1]. While
developing software different architectures are used for
development and security is one of the main concerns in the
software components [2]. Security related issues should be
resolved in the early phases of the development and the
expenses incurred for removing defects is minimal if it get
detected at the architectural level [3]. Higher level of
understanding is required if the software development is in
coding phase and design defects are not easy to detect in the
code [4]. Risk analysis must be carried out for architectures
because it plays very important role in software security
program [5,9]. Risk identification is very helpful and software
security measures can be taken with help of it. Risk
quantification and its impact must be calculated in the
software development environment because it has direct
concerns in the business. System level concerns with
probability and impact measures must be handled carefully
while developing the software. One of the major questions
organizations often face is ―how secure are my systems?‖
Answering such a question is often difficult. The root of most
security problems is software that fails in unexpected ways
when under attack [7, 10]. Despite extensive research in
security engineering, measuring security is still a difficult
problem [12, 13, and 14]. While we do not have security
measurements with absolute certainty, we often rely on

measurement of risk in assessing security. Using risk of
violations to evaluate security decisions is a common practice.
It provides a systematic mechanism for optimizing cost and
resources. The difficult part lies in providing accurate
information on attacks and their likelihood [25, 29]. Since
systems are typically exposed to constant changes, associated
risks are often affected by such changes. However, risk
assessments are not typically repeated as often as changes are
introduced into systems. Over time, initial risk estimates
become outdated possibly leading to less secure systems.

2. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTUR
Software architecture knowledge is essential for applying the
proposed hierarchical analysis Approach. The individual
components need to be identified and their interaction with
other components needs to be taken into account for
constructing the DTMC model corresponding to the system.
Software systems architecture is to be made available in the
standard form [30, 50].The information regarding interaction
among components must be estimated with experience gained
with similar software components. A standard method to
estimate the control flow transition probabilities among
components from the occurrence probabilities of various
execution scenarios based on the operational profile of the
system. Reliability, performance and demands, etc., are the
quantitative
information
regarding
the
individual
characteristics of the components [32]. As the software
development continues, the estimates become better and the
analysis thus improves with time in terms of accuracy.

3. TEST STRATEGY
Architecture provides a structure through which a large or
complex system can be understood and reasoned about.
Weaknesses can be identified before the system is built. In
creating this structure, the system architect chooses to
represent a set of components and various connections
between the components while abstracting away other details
of the system, thus forming a particular perspective [1]. The
architecture of a software system defines that system in terms
of components and of interactions among those components
[6]. Different choices of components or connections will
provide different architectures, and therefore different
perspectives, of the system. Testing must be an integral part
of the complete software development cycle [3]. The exact
way of the testing process is dependent on the type of the
software development life cycle. The cycle may be
incremental or iterative and accordingly the testing software
should be developed using the same techniques as the
production software. Object-oriented design techniques of
encapsulation and information hiding require different testing
techniques. Testing for object-oriented software system is
more difficult and more complex than for traditional system
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life cycle [44, 45]. Certain areas of the code are "unreachable"
due to the information hiding techniques available in objectoriented languages. This may hinder usual testing techniques.
A dedicated test class can be given special access privileges
without compromising the integrity of the design. In fig.1 the
different phases of Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC)
are demonstrated. If we allow requirements to be changed in
later phases other than Software Requirement Specification

(SRS) it will means that the needs of the users of a software
system may change over time, invalidating the requirements
laid down in an earlier phase. In object-oriented software
design the emphasis is on easy maintenance and reuse of the
components [10]. Software quality attributes like correctness,
robustness, extensibility, and compatibility must also be
addressed during design.
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The primary
focus of testing at the design phase is integration
Maintainability
testing. Integration testing is the systematic composition of
components
into sub-systems and systems [11]. Tests ensure
Flexibility
the consistency of component interfaces and whether the
components pass data and control correctly, which results in
Portability
successful integration of dependent components [44].
Integration testing requires that functional or black box testing
Reusability
and structural or white box testing be applied intermittently as
necessary to isolate component functions and determine
Readability
correct behavior of integrated units [45]. Specialized testing
tools test drivers and stubs are needed to isolate components
Testability
and test
separate components as they are integrated. Figure 1
describes all the stages of object oriented software stating
from Understandability
SRS to maintenance. Key process areas of software
quality with software architectures and design mythologies
Completeness
are described
in the figure1. Error or bug can appear any time
from SRS to maintenance even when the system is in the
Conciseness
operation.
Object oriented approach is modular in nature so it
helps in easy maintenance and correction of bugs.
Structuredness

4. TESTING
OBJECT ORIENTED
Security
SYSTESM
Software testing techniques have evolved over the years and
in order to handle the unique testing issues of the object
oriented software, the conventional software testing
techniques need to be adapted and new ones need to be
developed [26,27]. The architecture of the object-oriented
software differs from the conventional software architecture.
Features like encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism and
reusability are unique to object oriented software. Thereby,
some issues involved in the testing of the object-oriented
software are different from the testing issues of the
conventional software. The key advantage of the objectoriented paradigm is that it provides a uniform structure for
all components in the form of a procedural interface [12].
Class is the focus of unit testing in object-oriented software.

Resolution of relationships at runtime due to dynamic binding
complicates testing. Moreover, the paradigm shift from the
waterfall model of software development to the iterative and
incremental style of software development has resulted in
object-oriented software testing being iterative and
incremental in nature. A bug may appear anywhere in the
code. The object oriented class methodology helps to detect
bugs by providing for both compile-time and run-time type
checking of pointers (handles) to class objects. This run-time
type checking catches a lot of bugs since invalid object
handles (the cause of a lot of bugs) are automatically detected
and reported. For better performance of the system the
programming language must avoid the memory leakage
problem [43, 49]. A memory leak is an error in a program's
dynamic store allocation logic that causes it to fail to reclaim
discarded memory. That is, objects that are no longer required
are not reclaimed. Unexpectedly large numbers of such
instances may suggest a memory leak. A memory leak, if
severe, can lead to the collapse of the application due to its
running out of memory [22, 23]. Memory leaks are caused by
objects that continue to hold references to other objects, thus
preventing garbage collection from reclaiming the held
objects. The Object References table can be used to help
identify such references.

5. OBJECT ORIENTED SOFTWARE
ARCHITECTURE
Object oriented systems may be based on following
architectures:

5.1

Component Object Model (COM)

COM has application-programming interface (API) which
supports for the creation of components for use in integrating
custom applications. COM has diverse components to interact
while designing the API. However, in order to interact,
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components must adhere to a binary structure specified by
Microsoft. As long as components adhere to this binary
structure, components written in different languages can
interoperate.

5.2. Distributed COM (DCOM)
DCOM is an extension to COM that allows network-based
component interaction. While COM processes can run on the
same machine but in different address spaces, the DCOM
extension allows processes to be spread across a network.
With DCOM, components operating on a variety of platforms
can interact, as long as DCOM is available within the
environment. To get a secure COM/DCOM architecture
component-level testing is important [13]. Three types of
properties should be included in a comprehensive component
specification from which the functional test cases can be built.
Individual operations are specified in terms of constraints on
their inputs and outputs. These are expressed as pre and postconditions. The state of the object is constrained by an
invariant that specifies limits on each of the attributes of the
object. Objects protocols which are specified in the state
transition diagram define the specific sequence of operations
and it should be cheeked correctly, security concerns should
be addressed. Object interaction diagram which models
interaction between methods and attributes should be well
documented so that it should have any security flow.
Methods which implement component operation and
component attributes must be handled properly so that
interaction happens properly.

5.3 Common Object Request
Architecture (CORBA)

Broker

Object Management Group (OMG) provides CORBA
architecture which allows objects to communicate with other
objects and each other irrespective of their location in the
network or in the internet [18]. It support multi-tier client
server distributed objects approach and data processing
require processing additional processing in another computer
to require completing the transaction. Objects get a platform
which is transparent from location point of view and sharing
point of view, because it shares resources. Bugs or errors must
be tested before the object or component is integrated into the
distributed system, it must be tested in isolation to find and
remove the bugs or errors [15]. It is done with unit testing,
integration testing [16]. All the ambiguities and
inconsistencies must be found out before the implementation
of the interface specification [17].

5.4Model-View-Controller (MVC)
Application’s data model, user interface, and control logic are
separated in three distinct components in MVC; modifications
to one component can be made with minimal impact to the
others in the MVC. [15].
MVC have three main classes Model, View and Control,
which is needed to build an application.
1) Model: It is in the domain layer and the domainspecific representation of the information on which the
application operates. Domain logic adds meaning to
raw data.
2) View: Renders the model into a form suitable for
interaction, typically a user interface element. MVC is
often seen in web applications, where the view is the
HTML page and the code which gathers dynamic data
for the page.
3) Controller: it involves user actions, and invokes
changes on the model and perhaps the view.

Data get stored by applications which use a persistent storage
mechanism. There is no specific mention for data access layer
in MVC because it is understood to be underneath or
encapsulated by the Model itself. MVC components are
highly interdependent in terms of interface component and
this makes very difficult to test MVC. It is very complex to
test such component and it requires complex setup to test
these components. Separation of concerns is architecture
driven and MVC support separation in displaying, updating
data and storage and all of them should be tested individually
with its own concerns. Frameworks that support user interface
and interdependencies are very difficult to test; it requires
error prone manual testing and some sort of simulations
which simulate user’s actions. MVC separates presentation
logic and reduction in the number of user interface test cases.

6. SECURITY CONCERNS
Software security concerns are emerging from the first stage
of software development even before deciding the particular
architecture for the problem domain. All most all the wellknown security system Architectures and models, like
including Common Object Request Broker Architecture,
EJB, COM and DCOM, are considering security as the main
issue in the software architecture Since COM/DCOM
components have access to a version of the Microsoft
Windows API, "bad actors" can potentially damage the user's
computing environment. In order to address this problem,
Microsoft employs "Authenticode" which uses public key
encryption to digitally sign components. Independent
certification authorities such as VeriSign issue digital
certificates to verify the identity of the source of the
component. However, even certified code can contain
instructions that accidentally, or even maliciously,
compromise the user's environment [42]. Various security
threats are present to CORBA like masquerading (attacker
pretends to be an authorized user of a system), spoofing and
eavesdropping. Besides these integrity violations like trapdoor
and viruses can cause problem. Denial of service (because of
Flooding), Security of communication between objects, which
is often over insecure lower layer communications also pose
threat to security.

7. SECURITY RSIK ANALYSIS
We use the term risk analysis to refer to the activity of
identifying and ranking risks at some particular stage in the
software development lifecycle. Risk analysis is particularly
popular when applied to architecture and design-level artifacts
[16]. A majority of risk analysis process descriptions
emphasize that risk identification, ranking, and mitigation is a
continuous process and not simply a single step to be
completed at one stage of the development lifecycle. Risk
analysis results and risk categories thus drive both into
requirements (early in the lifecycle) and into testing (where
risk results can be used to define and plan particular tests) [33,
34].
A prototypical architectural risk analysis approach
involves several major activities that often include a number
of basic sub steps:Learn as much as possible about the target of analysis [35].
 Read and understand the specifications, architecture
documents, and other design materials.
 Play with the software (if it exists in executable form).
 Discuss and brainstorm about the target with a group.
 Determine
system
boundary
and
data
sensitivity/criticality.
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Study the code and other software artifacts (including the
use of code analysis tools).
 Identify threats and agree on relevant sources of attack.
Discuss security issues surrounding the software [37, 39].
 Argue about how the product works and determine areas
of disagreement or ambiguity.
 Identify possible vulnerabilities, sometimes making use
of tools or lists of common vulnerabilities.
 Map out exploits and begin to discuss possible fixes.
 Gain understanding of current and planned security
controls.
Determine probability of compromise.
 Map out attack scenarios for exploits of
vulnerabilities.
 Balance controls against threat capacity to determine
likelihood.
 Perform impact analysis.
 Determine impacts on assets and business goals.
 Consider impacts on the security posture.
 Rank risks.
 Develop a mitigation strategy.
 Recommend countermeasures to mitigate risks.
 Report findings.
 Carefully describe the major and minor risks, with
attention to impacts.
 Provide basic information regarding where to spend
limited mitigation resources.
During the process of architectural risk analysis, we follow
basic steps. Risk management is in some sense fractal. In
other words, the entire continuous, ongoing process can be
applied at several different levels [40, 41]. The primary level
is the project level. Each stage of the validation loop clearly
must have some representation during a complete
development effort in order for risk management to be
effective. Another level is the software lifecycle artifact level.
The validation loop will most likely have a representation
given requirements, design, architecture, test plans, and so on
[48]. The validation loop will have a representation during
both requirements analysis and use case analysis. Thus we
need economic models of software that take into account
costs, benefits, and risks.

8. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Architecture selection and analysis is done with cost benefit
analysis and it helps in determining the economic aspects of
the software. Cost Benefit Analysis Methods (CBAM) helps
in determining the suitability of the software architecture for
the problem and solution domain in the software environment
[21]. CBAM has many stages and each stage is examined in
detail and then implemented so that the cost of the software
development can be justified.
The steps of CABM is described in details which helps in
evaluating the economic aspect of the architecture, the steps
are given below
1. Particular scenarios are chosen and architectural strategies
are taken into account for the given aspect.
2. Assess Quality Assurance benefits
3. The architectural strategies’ advantages and benefits is
quantified.
4. Quantify the architectural strategies’ costs and schedule
implications
5. Calculate desirability for the architecture
6. Make decisions and evaluate
While choosing the scenario of the concern system security
and architectural strategies for the same is considered and are

designed that address these scenarios. Architectural strategy
should be chosen for the particular scenario like for example,
if there were a scenario that called for increased availability,
then a particular architectural strategy should be chosen which
adds some redundancy and a failover capability to the system
[24]. Quality Assurance and quantify the architectural
strategies, it elicits benefit information from the relevant
stakeholders: Quality Assurance which benefits from business
implications and systems conditions (who, presumably, best
understand the business implications of changing how the
system operates and performs); [47], it helps the architectural
strategy. Benefits from the architects (who, presumably, best
understand the degree to which a strategy will, in fact, achieve
a desired level of a quality attribute) [4]. In the fourth step,
Quantify the architectural strategies’ costs and schedule
implications, it elicits cost and schedule information from the
stakeholders. There is no special technique for this elicitation;
it assumes that some method of estimating costs and schedule
already exists within the organization to achieve it. Based on
these elicited values, calculation for
desirability for the
architecture is carried out. A desirability metric (a ratio of
benefit divided by cost) for each architectural strategy is
carried out. The inherent uncertainty in each of these values,
which aids in the final step, making decisions can also be
calculated. The above six steps, helps to calculate the elicited
values as a basis for a rational decision making process—one
that includes not only the technical measures of an
architectural strategy but also business measures that
determine whether a particular change to the system will
provide a sufficiently high return on investment (ROI) and
Suitability.

9. ARCHITECTURE SECURITY MODEL
Security is not easy to build at component level in the
software and Architecture Security Model, which is supposed
to provide a means for eliciting, categorizing, and prioritizing
security requirements for information technology systems and
applications, should have to embed the security needs at the
architecture level itself [25]. The focus of this methodology
seeks to build security concepts into the early stages of the
development lifecycle. The model may also be useful for
documenting and analyzing the security aspects of fielded
systems, and could be used to steer future improvements and
modifications to these systems. Fig.2 shows the model used
for design of software architecture. This model is elaborated
to develop the Architecture Security Model [28]. The various
steps of this model are:
Software Concept

Security
Concern
and
Issues

Software
Requirement
Specification and
engineering

Software
Architecture
Design

Fig.2 Architecture Design Model
a.

Software: From the beginning itself it must be clear
what is needed and we need to decide what the type
of software is under the development process.[30]
In the software concept the input passed in this is
the statement of the purpose. How it should be done
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is by understanding the area of the software in full
detail. What is expected output of this module is
types of software like system or application,
Business software, Engineering/Scientific software,
Embedded software, Artificial Intelligence software
etc.
b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Software Security: This is needed to avoid the
unnecessary ambiguous stuff from the security
definitions. This step avoids ambiguity in security
definitions [31]. The input to this module is
candidate definitions and standards and this applies
to all types of the software. The methodology
adopted for this module is formal structured
interviews and forming the focus groups and
standards for access of data and sources. After
whole process of interviews and focus groups what
is expected output is agreed definitions of the
standards and security aspects.
Organizational Security Goals: It’s important to
identify ideas of security goals of the organization
because each organization has its own security
requirement and while deciding he architecture for
the systems this must be also taken into
consideration[32]. Input to this module is:
Definitions, candidate goals, business drivers,
policies and procedures. Methodology used for
deciding the organizational goals is facilitated work
session, surveys, interviews in the organization. The
expected output is security goals required for the
specific organization.
Requirements elicitation Process: These are
required to address problem of scope, of
understanding and problem of volatility. While
carrying out the requirement elicitation the desired
input to this module is definitions, goals, candidate
techniques, organizational style, culture, level of
security needed, cost benefit analysis etc. How it is
carried out is by organizing work sessions. The
expected output is Selected elicitation techniques
and requirement which are not needed while
designing the system.
Developing system artifacts: This module is
required to support elicitation techniques. The
expected input to this module is elected elicitation
techniques, potential artifacts, threat models, attack
patterns. The method used is again by working
sessions while finalizing the system artifacts. The
desired output is scenarios, misuse cases, models,
templates and other important aspect of the system.
Elicit security requirements: Elicit the
requirements using the techniques selected in step 4
and the support of the artifacts developed in step 5.
How it is done is by selected techniques and
artifacts. Technique used is by carrying out
interviews, surveys, model-based analysis, safety
analysis, checklists, lists of reusable requirements
types, document reviews. The expected output of
this module is initial shape of safety and security
requirements of the system under the design.
Requirements Categorization: Categorize the
requirements and assess whether they are really
requirements or other kinds of constraints. The
input given in this module is Initial requirements
and architecture. Methods used are by organizing
work session using a standard set of categories of
the requirement and systems specifications. The

h.

expected output is well defined categorized
requirements.
Prioritization of the requirements: Select a
method for prioritizing requirements and go through
the prioritization process. Deciding the priority of
the requirement is also very critical issue in the
system design and architectural specification of the
particular requirement also plays important role.
The input given to this module is categorized
requirements. Methods used for prioritization are
the methods such as Triage, Win-Win, etc. The
expected output of this module is prioritized
requirements

i.

Perform risk assessment: Risk is very vital in the
software systems and it is always required to
perform a risk assessment activity. There is a wide
variety of choices. Input to this module is
categorized requirements and targeted operational
environment. Methods used for assessing is risk
assessment method, analysis of anticipated risk
against organizational risk tolerance. The expected
output of the system is risk assessment results,
added mitigation requirements to bring exposure
into acceptable level in the systems.
j. Requirements inspection: Finally the requirements
must be inspected using a standard inspection or
review process to ensure that they are consistent,
complete, and testable, and can be achieved or not.
Methods used are prioritized requirements,
candidate formal inspection techniques, which are
used for formal inspection. The methods used for
the inspection is inspection method such as Fagan,
peer reviews, etc. The expected output is initial
selected requirements, documentation of decisionmaking process and rationale. After all the process
adopted in engineering the requirement and risk the
rational for security can be established while
designing the software.
Each step describes the necessary inputs, the recommended
participants and methods to be followed, and the step’s final
output. The output from each step then flows to the sequential
steps that follow. The participants for each step vary
depending on the organization under study. Generally, a
requirements engineer is tasked with each step, and should
consider the input of all relevant stakeholders with respect to
the environment of the organization and the study [19,20]. It
begins when an organization agrees upon a common base that
will serve the methodology to follow. The first task for the
organization is to agree upon a common set of security
definitions, followed by the definition of organizational
security goals. Once the organization has defined a common
ground, it can begin to transform its ideas about security goals
into actionable security requirements deliverable. Next, the
organization chooses from various elicitation techniques, and
then can begin documenting important functional information
in order to develop artifacts (such as network maps and
diagrams, attack tree diagrams, and use and misuse cases).
These artifacts are then used to develop initial requirements,
which are subsequently categorized to meet the needs of the
organization’s business goals. Risk assessment allows for the
organization to discover how the combination of impact and
likelihood of various threats affect the organization’s risk
tolerance with regard to each categorized requirement.
Following this prioritization, a final list of requirements is
produced and is inspected by all relevant stakeholders. The
final output of this model is a security requirements document
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that is designed to satisfy the security goals of the
organization [50].
Static analysis approach for the security can also be adopted
like ESP, which is a large scale property verification
approach, model checkers like SLAM and BLAST which
examines program safety and security parameters and some
other light weights like Find Bugs can also be used.

10. CONCLUSION
Security issues of the software architectures are discussed in
the detail. All the software architectures used for developing
the software is discussed in the paper. Security for software
architecture is essentially required as it removes loopholes
from the system and this can be done by risk analysis. In this
approach, business goals determine risks, risks drive methods,
methods yield measurement; measurement drives decision
support, and decision support drives rework and application
quality. We used common concepts in security engineering to
create a model for security assessment. The model is based on
risk, the most widely accepted form of security measurement.
Our approach emphasizes that every part of the system carries
a risk, no matter how small. Software components, people and
communication channels present security risks. Only a
comprehensive analysis of all of them would provide realistic
conclusions on the security of a system. Security requirements
of the system should be finalized in the architecture design
step itself.

11. FUTURE RESEARCH WORK
The architectural specifications must be tested well before the
selection of the architecture so the test bed for the same and
the test cases must be written for the same. Empirical result
and claims can be established for the security claims which
are not done in the current paper.
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